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Members celebrate the
cold snap with epic ice
climbing and UK ski
touring adventures. But
it’s not all play as work
begins on Beddgelert...

Winter 2010

CHILL
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ACTION PLAN
BLEA TARN

The committee reports that bookings are down
for this year possibly due to the basic nature of
the accommodation. It was agreed that the
submission for Building Regulation Approval of
proposed works within the Byre should be
progressed.
TYNDRUM
Members enjoyed an energetic meet in
Scotland - with 12 members squeezing into
the caravan! Pipes have been damaged
however by the excessive cold snap which
saw temperatures consistently around -20C.
ON THE MONEY
200CLUB- 63 numbers now sold to 47
members. There are seven standing orders
still outstanding. £196 pcm profit to the
club.

CALENDARS FOR 2011

After the calendar success of 2010 Jason has
agreed to organise one for 2011, using the
competition winning photos.100 to be
produced. He is also set to investigate the
possibility of Christmas cards!

MEET LIST 2010

The meets’ list is now online. 1st - 5th - Easter
Meet – NW ScotlandAndy Bond – 0161 763
695816th - 18th - Lake District Meet – The Loft
Jason Whiteley - 07765004222Sun 25th Orienteering MeetPete & Jenny Corr – 01254
831022MAY1st – 3rd - Long Walk Meet
Claire Smith – 01254 674544Tuesday 4th May
- LMC Auction in Aid of Hut FundsThe Black Dog,
BelmontSun 9th - New Members Meet StanageAndy Bond – 0161 763 695814th 16th - Coniston MeetMark Braithwaite – 07899
845220Sun 23rd - MalhamKate Hawkins –
07800 56133828th - 31st - Bank Hol Weekend
– Isle of SkyeJason Whiteley - 07765004222

MEMBERS

There are now 195 paid up members.
It was agreed we should tap into local
universites to promote membership.

THE ANNUAL DINNER

Thanks to everyone for coming to the annual
dinner at the Shap Wells hotel which was yet
another roaring success - not least thanks to
the amazing band, booze and dinner. £550
was made at the dinner. Thanks again to
Michelle for organising.

CALL FOR NEW SOLITARY
WARDEN

Tim Woods has tendered his resignation.This
comes after medical advice to avoid contact
sports. I appreciate that over the last few
months I have been unable to visit and
maintain the Solitary Hut.
Tim said: “I should like to thank everyone who
showed me support and visited me in
hospital after my fall in April 2009.
I should like to wish the club all the best for
the future and every success in the
development of the Loft and the Welsh Hut.”
Andy said: “This is a real shame as Tim has
given so much. We wish him all the best”.
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Grafters A
By Richard Toon
We’ve made a start on our new hut, Cae Ysgubor, in Beddgelert.
Despite the rain, a really good turn-out over four or more days has
enabled the site to be cleared for building. There were upwards of
20 LMC members there at one time or another.
There was lots of hard graft - as well as broken sledge hammers!!
Tony Porter from the camp site brought his “real” Tonka toys and
demolished the old building, shifting the stone and waste onto
the car-park area. We had a structural engineer visit on the
Sunday as the foundations are going to be a rather bigger job
than anticipated.
Much of the scrubby vegetation, especially the all-scratching,
all-piercing brambles have been cleared. Clogged-up ditches and
drains are now running freely.
The back-up teams providing accommodation, hot drinks, bacon
butties and sumptuous evening meals were fabulous.
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Easter

By Andy Bond
Members are heading off to the NW Scotland this Easter . There
is one place left on this meet to NW Scotland. The Easter meet
(1st/5th April) will be based in the Torridon area. The plan is to
stay at the Caravan in Tyndrum on the Thursday night, then
walk or climb in the Glencoe area on the Friday before heading up
to Torridon on Friday evening. Torridon boasts Ben Eighe (and its
National Nature Reserve), Ben Alligin and Liatach which all offer
hill walking, classic ridge traverses and rock climbing at differing
standards. There is also coastal rock climbing at Diabaig and the
possibility of winter climbing on Liatach and Ben Eighe if
the cold weather lasts. Ben Dearg and An Teallach are also within
an hour’s drive. Bunkhouse accommodation for six is booked at:
www.ledgowanlodge.co.uk. The guidebooks for the area are the
SMC Northern Highlands, volumes 1 and 2.

A TOURING TALE
A phenomenal snap of freezing temperatures and snow in winter

2010 allows a rare chance to tour the local hills and valleys

FROM TOP: Richard finds out
what it’s like to tour from his
doorstep - with Burnley in view.
Julie gets in another turn. Ben
wants to know where his skis are

Ski touring - English style
By Richard Toon
I had the best three
consecutive days ever on
skis in England. 30-year
ambitions were achieved.
Never to be repeated?
Thursday was Pendle Hill,
which was more like Lapland than Lancashire. Pic
Pendle looks over to Val
de Burnley, you know. I
was alone but only for a
few minutes, until I caught
up with Bob Bowdler and
his brother. We toured the
summit plateau, from the
car boot right back to the
car boot.

Friday was Ingleborough
and Julie who - not having been able to make it to
school - practised her skinning and turning
techniques. Again, a magnificent day with skis on all
the way there are back.
Saturday was three men
and a dog! Willie and his
retriever Ben, along with
David and I, traversed the
Dodds onto Helvellyn and
Dollywagon, dropping
down to Dunmail Raise
and poling to the car
just outside Grasmere.
Wow - what conditions.
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Crazy Days
in the
Cairngorm

By Bernard Smith
Jan 2010
Taking advantage of the recent
wintery conditions we ignored the
advice to stay at home and drove
to Aviemore. Drumochter pass was
easily passable but the snow lay
thick in Aviemore itself, more than I
have ever seen. Parking at the Coire
na Ciste car park we skinned up Sron
an Aonaich to the summit of Cairngorm. The pistes were fairly busy
but we avoided them as far as possible. We had a cloudless, wind free
day and lunching by the weather
station on the summit we were entertained by students from Herriot
Watt University trying to chip the ice
off the gadgetry. Scotland was white
to the horizon, Macdui, Braeriach &
Cairntoul looking alpine in stature.
We skied off towards Cairn Lochan
4
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with the intention of descending
Lurchers Gully, but with the Sun low
in the sky we decided that Fiacail
ridge was a better option. Another
snowfall in the night had the usual
effect of closing the ski road and
once in the queue it was impossible
to escape. This shortened our day
considerably so we bought a half
day ticket. It was possible to ski anywhere and we spent the day off piste
in knee deep powder. The highlight
was a descent from the summit
cairn down the headwall of Coire
Cas. However Lurchers had eluded
us again. We avoided the Sunday
crowds by skinning up the Fiacail
ridge, but the snow pluming off the
plateau was a warning of what to
expect higher up. As the buffeting

Clockwise from left: what
must go up on Meal na
Bhuchaille...; must come
down; Josie reaches Ryvoan

became serious we turned round
and enjoyed he ski down. Having
had our fill of the ski slopes we
needed a change. The problem was
that all the side roads were impassable. Meall na Bhuachaille, a Corbett
behind Glenmore Lodge, provided
a convenient objective. Parking
near the campsite we skinned into
Ryvoan bothy for lunch. The skin up
to the summit was straightforward
and the wind was acceptable at this
altitude. The ski down to the Green
Lochan was superb especially the
last bit threading through the trees.
We poled back past the Lodge to the
car after a cracking day.The snow
by now was suffering from the wind
with a crust and sastrugi developing. Parking at Lynwilg we skinned

up the track onto Geal Charn Mor,
another Corbett behind Aviemore.
The weather was now more traditional and we found ourselves in a
whiteout on the top. It was reassuring to find that skins still had the
ability to glue themselves round
your neck in a gale, and fingers
froze in the battle. Out of the mist
appeared a track laying tractor
towing fodder for the reindeer, or
maybe it was Santa returning home.
At any rate we decided it was time
for us to return home as we had had
the best of the snow. The following
day we just managed to get over
Drumochter Pass before the drifting
snow closed it again.
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On The Edge
A Lakeland Story
Dedicated
To
Arthur Hassall
5.00 a.m. starts are never high on the scheduling!
Nevertheless high hopes and best conditions for 30
years saw a bleary start for a day of blue sky and glistening Alpine vistas – Lake District ahoy!
The three weekends previous had seen a toil of destroying proportions, as the approach over Kirkstone
Pass had been “halted” due to some piled up snow
(about five feet of piled up snow!), and after much
angst the approach to Helvellyn from Dunmail Raise
had inveigled us into virgin snowfields and a picture
postcard world at Grisedale Tarn. Not a footstep to
be seen under glorious blue sky. The subsequent 4
hours to gain Helvellyn summit through thigh deep
virgin snow was “arduous” (the technical term of the
day!). And so it was, with high expectations, that
“consolidated snow pack” and “snow-ice” and other
long heard of myths were eagerly anticipated.
The redoubtable team sped up the M6 with much
eye-blearing and chunnering about “un-godly
hours”. The high speed approach style was soon
brought down to earth as the pea-soup fog hit at
Preston and with zero traffic the bleary eyes were
called upon to do their stuff.
Kirkstone Pass had now resumed normal service and
Patterdale was reached at 8.00 a.m. A bright morning with the tops clear and the clouds threatening
some “bright periods”.
The team stomped up Grisedale along the long diagonal in good order. At the crest the “hole in the wall”
spat its usual venom as a bitter wind swept over
the snow covered Birkhouse Moor. Winter gear was
donned and the approach snows to “Striding” were
greeted with very satisfying under foot “crunching”!
The blue sky appeared, the snow glistened, the
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crampons squeaked on top of the perfect snow-ice –
the wind dropped …….
5.00 a.m. eat your heart out!
In this much acclaimed almost Alpine vista – the
frozen tarn, the parallel “Edges” creating the perfect
text book combe.
Warm, dry rock, perfect snow-ice – keep to the crest,
enjoy the ride! The whole ridge from end to end completely deserted – enjoy it well
Round a rock step, turn a corner and there in the
midst of all the wintery wilds and frozen landscape a
Memorial Monument – Robert Dixon who was “killed
on this place” on 27th November 1858, whilst careering with the Patterdale Foxhounds.
Look well to your steps!
It was at this point that the right crampon decided
to break in half!Leaving a most securely afixed set of
rear points and a most decidedly un-securely afixed
set of the 8 point front section.
How could it break?Finally a sawn through strap?
No, - absolute mechanical failure, as the frame had
sheared and the strap securing post was waving
about without a care in the world
.Such things are sent to try us …..But here!!How
could it be?My beloved Sale was – I only bought
them in 1972 They hadn’t done much ….. really –
gutted! So after much judicious granny-knotting and
very cold fingers and tentative one legged scuffling
the course was resumed – with a rather more tentative approach. The cloud swathed Helvellyn summit
blew away the early morning clag and the glistening vista was complete. A quick bum-slide / ice axe
arrest down the “down climb” and then in glorious
sunshine up the perfect snow-ice path to the sum-

Arthur.
Founder Member and President
Lancashire Mountaineering Club
By John and Peter Hassall
mit cornices. A couple of beautifully and deftly hewn
steps over the cornice and the summit plateau was
ours. What a view! To the west all of the Lake District
portrayed before us, - The Scafells, the dome of Great
Gable, Pillar in the distance – and there to the north
Skiddaw and Blencathra, cloud shrouded and bare of
snow. A celebratory photo at the summit cairn and
then gingerly and granny-knottedly down the steep
descent of “Swirral” – short and sweet to the descent
to the Catstycam col, where the jeans and trainers
lemmings were “corrected” away from Swirral Edge –
and “yes, it really is icy up there!”
Back at the “hole in the wall” rain showers swept
down Grisedale as Helvellyn was engulfed in claggy
cloud.And so down to Patterdale in rain showers, the
car and a flat tyre. Unphased - to phase 2Off through
Glenridding with minor complications in struggling to change gear and access the brake pedal in
Salomon ice climbing boots. The temptations of The
Royal at Dockray were overcome with great fortitude, likewise the fleshpots of Troutbeck were single
mindely brushed aside as the team sped towards
Blencathra and the finale to the day; Sharp Edge
The morning blue sky and glistening sunshine were
now long gone as the rain swept against the windscreen. The mountain tops disappeared into a familiar blanket of 2000 ft “clag” – as the day was transformed into a wet winter. The bare green fields and
fellsides gave suitable warning of a big, wet thaw to
the northern Lake District, and as Blencathra was approached along the Keswick / Penrith A66 fears were
compounded as the snow-bare ridges and fellside
came into view rising into the now dense cloud.
Onward and forward ……A quick spin of the

steed up by the White Horse pub at Scales and
along the single track to the “secret” car park under Mousethwaite Cove – space to park – the rain
had stopped! The hunt was on!Up and out up
Mousethwaite Cove and a good firm trod to join
the Scales Fell path and the long straight traversing
path across various mini snow patches to the waterfall ascent.The summit of Blencathra and Sharp
Edge seemed to be descending further and further
into inexplorable wet clag. The landscape took on
a sheen of primordial soup.A cold wind blew across
Bannerdale and MungrisdaleOn and up by the collapsing snow gully and roaring waterfall to reach
Scales Tarn, which just about exhumed from beneath
the cloudbase.“The Edge” was attacked in what was
feared to be a wet and slippery condition. Our expectations were indeed confirmed correct. The team
proceeded with care – now reduced to 3 crampons –
over slippery patches of wet ice and even slippery-er
wet rock.Visibility nil.The cold wind became colder.
The awkward step was stepped and the summit
slopes were attacked with gusto and wet, cold
hands.The “Exit Cracks” proved fearsome!
In the face of columns of collapsing, vertical, wet
mush the team promptly surrendered, turned tail
and retreated, which in retrospect was to be much
harder than summiting.
The retreat was beat with “The Edges” conquered.
As darkness and evening gloom approached the
sanctuary and roaring logfire of The Horse and Farrier provided suitable refreshment after a mixed but
unforgettable day of Lake District winter “Edges”
The adventure would have been approved.
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SIMPLON
ICE CLIMB
By Richard Toon

routes in the pass, but also skied
out most of Europe - the Valley
It was pretty cold the first day.
Blanche, Zermatt (too easy) and
-18C and the diesel nearly froze!.
La Grave.
And the roads down from the pass, The ice was very brittle on the
at just over 2000m, were more like coldest days and the powder chest
the Vancouver bob-sleigh track
deep. We all failed the odd day to
than a road. I lost it on the bends
reach routes, when wading and
- again, and again, and again. But swimming techniques proved
the climbing was superb and the
inadequate.
area extremely quiet. We had two
The meals were magnificent, with
bunk-houses, with the biggest
groups each day trying to out-chef
kitchen in the world! The Amerithe previous night. The dash back
can cousins not only climbed the
to the airport to drop off the work-
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ing classes resulted in bashed-up
lights on my car, a couple of bent
doors on the Swiss solicitor’s SUV
and nervous exhaustion. So I just
had to meander through the vineyards on the way back.

PICTURES: Getting off is nearly as
hard as climbing. The Matterhorn
just a stone throw away. Meal fit
for a king - USA and UK meet for
dinner. Nancy shows how its done

